This paper investigates the determinants of bilateral immigrant flows to 19 OECD countries between 1998 and 2007 from both advanced and developing origin countries. We pay particular attention to dynamics by including both the lagged migrant flow and the migrant stock to capture partial adjustment and network effects. We correct for the dynamic panel data bias of the fixed effects estimator using a bootstrap algorithm. Our results indicate that immigrants are primarily attracted by better income opportunities and higher growth rates abroad. Also short-run increases in the host country's employment rate positively affect migration from both advanced and developing countries.
three-way panel data model are Lewer and Van den Berg (2008) , Pedersen et al (2008) , Mayda (2010) for immigration to OECD countries or Gallardo-Sejas et al (2006) , Hooghe et al (2008) , Warin and Svaton (2008) for immigration to Europe. Second, all of the above mentioned studies (except Fertig, 2001 ) don't allow for the rich migration dynamics present in Hatton's (1995) model, i.e. some studies use a purely static empirical specification while dynamic specifications include either the lagged migrant flow or the stock of migrants but never both of them together, which is required to capture both partial adjustment and network effects. Third, panel datasets on bilateral migration flows and stocks typically hold a small number of time series observations (T ) on a moderate number of cross-sections (N ). Estimating a dynamic model using such data is particularly challenging. The standard fixed effects (FE) estimator, used by e.g. Hooghe et al (2008) and Warin and Svaton (2008) , is severely biased and inconsistent for T fixed and N going to infinity. First-differenced and even system generalized method of moments (GMM) estimators, used by Mayda (2010) , are known to suffer from a weak instruments problem (see e.g. Bun and Windmeijer, 2010) , which implies a small sample bias, large uncertainty around coefficient estimates and strong sensitivity to instruments choice.
In this paper, we investigate the determinants of bilateral immigration to the OECD from both advanced and developing origin countries between 1998 and 2007 using the OECD's International Migration Database. Our contribution is twofold. First, we estimate a dynamic model of migration using a threeway panel data model. In contrast to the literature and in line with Hatton (1995) we include both lagged migration and migration stock which allows us to separately identify network effects and dynamics stemming from partial adjustment. Second, we estimate this dynamic panel data model using an extended version of the bias-corrected fixed effects (BCFE) estimator suggested by Everaert and Pozzi (2007) . This estimator corrects for the dynamic panel data bias of the FE estimator using an iterative bootstrap algorithm. Its main advantage over GMM estimators for dynamic panel data is that it combines a small bias with a relatively small standard error. We slightly adjust the bootstrap algorithm of the BCFE estimator to take into account that in our model the dynamic panel data bias is induced by the lagged migrant flow as well as by the migrant stock. Using Monte Carlo experiments, we demonstrate that this adjusted BCFE estimator performs well in the specific context of our model and is preferable to alternative estimators.
Our results indicate that immigrants are primarily attracted by better income opportunities abroad and much less by income at home and by employment rates both at home and abroad. High public services are found to discourage migration from advanced countries but exert a pull on migration from developing sources, confirming the welfare magnet hypothesis. Furthermore, we find evidence of strong dynamic effects. Both the lagged migration flow and the migrant stock have a strong positive and significant impact on current migration, the former indicating dynamic effects stemming from the process by which expectations about future earnings are formed and updated while the latter indicates network effects.
Further evidence that dynamics play a prominent role in the migration model arises from the observation that misspecifying the model by omitting the lagged migration flow or the migrant stock and/or not correcting for the dynamic panel bias has a strong impact on the estimation results. Therefore, care
should be taken when specifying the dynamic structure of the model and selecting the estimation method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives the empirical specification and presents the estimation method with Monte Carlo evidence on its performance. Section 3 describes the data and reports the estimation results. Section 4 summarizes the major findings.
A three-way dynamic panel data approach to migration
One of the major contributions to the literature on the determinants of migration has been the traditional push-pull model (see e.g. Lee, 1966; Todaro, 1969; Borjas, 1989) . According to this model, migration is the result of push factors at the origin and pull factors at the destination. The migration decision is based on the comparison between expected benefits and costs of migration. A formal dynamic model was developed by Hatton (1995) . This model forms the basis for our empirical specification.
A dynamic model of migration
Hatton's model builds on a microeconomic analysis which treats migration as a decision of a utility maximizing individual. The probability of migration depends on the difference in expected utility streams between the origin (o) and the destination (d) country. For an individual i, this difference in year t is given by
where y is income and z i captures the individual's non-pecuniary utility difference between the two countries and the cost of migration. Following Todaro (1969) , Hatton defines expected income as the wage (w) times the employment rate (e), with income uncertainty being due to uncertain employment prospects. To take into account the welfare magnet theory presented in Borjas (1987 Borjas ( , 1999 , we extend this definition of expected income by adding the provision of public services (ps) in the form of social protection benefits 1 (see also Pedersen et al, 2008; Warin and Svaton, 2008) . Assuming a logarithmic utility function and a binomial distribution to characterize the probability of employment, equation (1) can be rewritten as
A key dynamic feature of migration is that the decision to migrate does not only depend on the current utility difference, d it , but also on the net present value of all future utility differences, denoted d * it . Hence, the total net present value of migrating today is given by d it + d * it . Moreover, even if today's total net present value is positive, it might even be higher in the future (i.e. d * it > d it + d * it ) when d it < 0, which makes it interesting for the individual to wait. Consequently, the probability of migrating at time 1 The inclusion of public services might also be linked to the cost of migration, z it . In that sense, immigrants are expected to prefer countries with a generous system of public services since the presence of a safety net lowers the psychological cost of migration.
To capture this, Hatton writes aggregate migration as
where M dot is the aggregate migration flow from origin country o to destination country d at time t and α > 1 reflects the extra weight given to current conditions. Assuming that expectations about future utility streams are a geometric series of past utility differences
and using the Koyck transformation, this results in the following aggregate dynamic migration equation
Hatton assumes that z, which is the mean of z i , is determined by the stock of previous immigrants and a time variable such that
where M ST dot is the stock of migrants from origin country o residing in destination country d at the beginning of time t. This stock variable is included to capture network effects: friends and relatives who already live in the host country reduce the monetary and psychological costs of migration. The higher the stock of previous immigrants from the same origin country, the lower the costs of migration and the higher the immigrant flow. Nevertheless, this is not the only cost determining factor. Also decreasing transportation and communication costs lower the cost of migration over time. In our model, these decreasing costs are captured by the year dummies γ t . The latter might however also represent, among other things, the impact of joint changes in origin and destination countries' emigration and immigration policies. Furthermore, also distance, common language, similar culture, colonial ties and immigration policy affect the cost of migration. To the extent that these factors are time invariant, they are captured by the bilateral fixed effect γ do .
The stock of immigrants diminishes at a rate δ do due to deaths and return migration but increases due to the inflow of new migrants such that 
where Ω =
3 Substituting (7) and (9) in (6) and rearranging gives
A number of key features of this model are worth discussing. First, note that equation (10) is of the double log form, which results from the choice of functional form for the utility function and from taking migration and the migrant stock in equations (4) and (7) as logarithmic. Although Hatton's (1995) original model is semi-logarithmic, he emphasizes that this model is only one among many different functional forms and also suggests and estimates a double log version. Given our panel dataset, with countries that greatly differ in size, the double log form has the important advantage that it eliminates the scale of the migrant flows and stocks. As an alternative, some studies divide the immigrant flow by the population in the origin or destination countries (see e.g. Fertig, 2001; Boeri et al, 2002; Pedersen et al, 2008; Mayda, 2010) , but this only partly removes problems of scale. Only dividing by the population in both sending and receiving countries or taking the natural logarithm entirely solves the problem (see Lewer and Van den Berg, 2008; Warin and Svaton, 2008; Ortega and Peri, 2009 ).
Second, lagged migration flow and migrant stock enter equation (10) as two separate determinants.
This contradicts the common practice in empirical studies to include either the lagged migration flow (see e.g. Bertocchi and Strozzi, 2008; Mayda, 2010) or the migrant stock (see e.g. Hooghe et al, 2008; Lewer and Van den Berg, 2008; Pedersen et al, 2008; Warin and Svaton, 2008) , with both variables typically being argued to capture network effects 4 . Laber (1972) has already highlighted that it is not clear whether these 4 A popular motivation for not including both lagged migrant flow and migrant stock is that the latter is, as presented in equation (8), the sum of all past immigrant flows less deaths and return migrants. Hence, the migrant stock is itself a function of all those factors which influenced the earlier immigrant flows. Therefore it will be correlated with all the explanatory variables. However, multicollinearity is no reason to omit the immigrant stock variable as this may result in a specification bias as well as in a loss of information regarding the network effect. dynamic terms represent network effects or rather capture a partial adjustment mechanism. Dunlevy and Gemery (1977) argue that lagged migration and migrant stock should both be included as determinants to capture the separate impact of partial adjustment and network effects respectively. This is confirmed by equation (10) which shows that a nonzero coefficient on ln M dot−1 implies partial adjustment (λ = 0) stemming from the process by which expectations are formed and updated while a nonzero coefficient on ln M ST dot implies network effects (γ 1 = 0).
Third, an additional dynamic feature of the model is that it includes both lagged levels and current changes of the explanatory variables. The latter capture immediate responses of the immigrant flow to changes in the explanatory variables. This stems from the fact that migration decisions can be postponed when economic conditions are unfavorable such that migration may fluctuate more closely with current conditions than might be expected from individuals that maximize their lifetime utilities.
Empirical specification and long-run effects
The unrestricted form of equation (10) is given by
where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 ) and
terminants of migration other than ln M dot−1 and ln M ST dot included in equation (10). The error terms ε dot are assumed to be serially uncorrelated but allowed to be heteroscedastic between and contemporaneously correlated over cross-sections. Both the lagged migration flow ln M dot−1 and the migrant stock ln M ST dot (which is measured at the beginning of time t) are predetermined at time t and therefore not correlated with the error term ε dot . By construction, both these variables are correlated with the individual effects µ do . All other regressors are allowed to be correlated with µ do but are assumed to be exogenous with respect to ε dot . The latter assumption is based on the fact that we investigate the determinants of bilateral immigrant flows, i.e. at a disaggregated level, which will have only a small impact on the macroeconomic determinants of migration like e.g. wages and employment. The semi long-run impact of the explanatory variables on migrant flows can be obtained by imposing a no change constraint on equation (11), i.e. imposing ln M dot = ln M dot−1 , ε dot = 0 and setting differences to zero, which gives
Yet, these are not the full long-run effects as they ignore the endogeneity of the migrant stock ln M ST dot .
The full long-run impact is obtained by simulating the dynamic response 5 of ln M do and ln M ST do to a 1% increase in each of the explanatory variables in X do using the estimated equation (11) together with
The long-run impact is defined from imposing a no change condition, i.e. the criterion that the squared difference between two subsequent values of the dynamic response should be less than or equal to 0.0001 2 .
Choice of dynamic panel data estimator
The empirical specification in equation (11) is dynamic in the sense that it incorporates both the lagged migrant flow and the migrant stock as explanatory variables. Estimation of dynamic panel data models has received a lot of attention in the literature. The main problem is that the lagged dependent variable is by construction correlated with the individual effects. This renders the pooled ordinary least-squares (POLS) estimator biased and inconsistent. A within transformation wipes out the individual effects by taking deviations from individual sample means, but the resulting FE estimator is biased and inconsistent for fixed T and N going to infinity (see Nickell, 1981) . Given this inconsistency, the literature focuses mainly on a first-difference transformation to eliminate the individual effects while handling the remaining correlation with the (transformed) error term using instrumental variables (IV) and GMM estimators.
Especially the first-differenced GMM estimator of Arellano and Bond (1991) and the system GMM estimator of Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) are popular. The advantage of these estimators is that they are consistent for fixed T and large N . Unfortunately, these GMM estimators (i) have a (much) larger standard error compared to the FE estimator (see e.g. Arellano and Bond, 1991; Kiviet, 1995) and (ii) may suffer from a substantial finite sample bias due to weak instrument problems (see Ziliak, 1997; Bun and Kiviet, 2006; Bun and Windmeijer, 2010) . In order to avoid these problems, analytical bias-corrections for the FE estimator have been proposed by, among others, Kiviet (1995) , Bun (2003) and Bun and Carree (2005) . The advantage of these estimators is that they reduce the bias of the FE estimator while maintaining its small dispersion relative to GMM. Although these estimators perform remarkably well, even in samples of moderate T , the use of analytical corrections in practical applications may be limited as the theoretical restrictions under which these corrections are derived do not necessarily hold.
As an alternative, Everaert and Pozzi (2007) propose a bias-correction for the FE estimator using an iterative bootstrap algorithm. Like analytical corrections, this bootstrap correction reduces the bias of the FE estimator while maintaining its higher efficiency compared to GMM estimators. The main advantage is that it can more easily be adjusted to practical applications by an appropriate choice of the data resampling scheme. This flexibility is of particular interest for estimating our empirical specification where next to the lagged migration flow also the migration stock is by construction correlated with the individual effects. This is a case which is not considered by the analytical corrections. Therefore, the bootstrap-based bias-corrected FE estimator is our main estimator used below. We refer to it as BCFE.
Implementation of the BCFE estimator
Without going in too much technical details (for this we refer to Everaert and Pozzi, 2007) , the basic BCFE estimator searches over the parameter space and takes as bias-corrected estimates the set of parametersθ for which holds that when repeatedly generating artificial data from equation (11) setting θ =θ and next estimating this equation from these artificial data using FE yields on average (over repeated samples) the original biased FE estimatesθ. In practice, this search over the parameter space is computationally implemented through an iterative bootstrap algorithm, which is initiated by setting as a first guessθ 0 =θ, which is used to generate 1000 bootstrap data samples from equation (11) setting θ =θ 0 . These artificial data are then used to calculate the bias of the FE estimator asθ 0 −θ 1 whereθ 1 is the average of the 1000 FE estimates obtained over the bootstrap samples. The first step bias-corrected FE estimator is then given byθ 1 =θ + θ0 −θ 1 . In the second step, this bias-correction procedure is repeated but now data are generated by setting θ =θ 1 from which we obtain the bias asθ 1 −θ 2 (with obvious notation) and the second step bias-corrected FE estimator asθ 2 =θ + θ1 −θ 2 . This procedure is then iterated until convergence, i.e a stable set of parameter valuesθ k ≈θ k+1 is obtained.
The artificial data generated in the algorithm outlined above are obtained using a semi-parametric procedure, i.e. bootstrap samplesε (11) setting θ =θ k . As stated above, this data resampling procedure has the important advantage that it can easily be shaped to align with the assumed data generating process of the data. First, the non-parametric resampling ofε k dot does not require explicit distributional assumptions for the population errors ε dot such that, in line with our assumptions in section 2.2, we allow for (i) heteroscedasticity over cross-sections by resampling residuals within but not between cross-section units and (ii) contemporaneous correlation between cross-sections by applying the same resampling index to each cross-section. Second, next to calculating bootstrap samples M b dot for the migrant flow from equation (11), we also calculate bootstrap samples M ST b dot for the migrant stock using equation (8) 
. This captures the important feature that M ST dot is endogenous, i.e. correlated with the individual effects. Further note that in line with the assumption in section 2.2 that all explanatory variables other than M dot and M ST dot are exogenous, these are kept fixed over the bootstrap samples.
Monte Carlo simulation
In this section we conduct a small-scaled Monte Carlo experiment to assess the finite sample properties of our adjusted BCFE estimator compared to several other estimators.
Design
The data generating process (DGP) is chosen such that the properties of the simulated data match with those of the observed data as much as possible:
• The sample size of the simulated data equals the one available for estimation. This implies running separate simulations for advanced (T = 9, N = 247) and developing (T = 9, N = 388) origin countries.
• Data for the endogenous variables migration flow M dot and migration stock M ST dot are drawn from their data generating process (DGP) in equations (11) and (8) respectively, using the observed values in the first year of the sample as initialisation.
• The parameter values for θ in the DGP for M dot in equation (11) are set equal to the BCFE estimates from Table 3 below while δ do in equation (8) is set equal to the value observed in the sample data.
• Error terms ε dot are generated from a normal distribution with estimated variance from the residuals of the BCFE regressions in Table 3 .
• The observed values for the exogenous variables X dot−1 and ∆X dot are treated as fixed in each MC iteration.
We generate data both for the full model and for a partial model with only stocks and lagged flows as explanatory variables (θ 3 = θ 4 = 0 in equation (11)). This results in four experiments with the coefficients for lagged flows, θ 1 , and stocks, θ 2 , respectively set to 0.61 and 0.46 (0.64 and 0.49) for the complete (partial) model using the advanced dataset, and 0.75 and 0.23 (0.74 and 0.23) for the complete (partial) model using the developing dataset. In each experiment, we perform 1000 replications.
Estimators
We compare the performance of the BCFE estimator with (i) FE, the standard fixed effects estimator, (ii) GMMd, the first-difference GMM estimator proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991) and (iii) GMMs, the system GMM estimator proposed by Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) . For the GMMd estimator, at least one period lagged values (ln M dot−1−s and ln M ST dot−s with s ≥ 1) are available as instruments for the predetermined variables ln M dot−1 and ln M ST dot 6 in each period. For the exogenous variables X dot−1 and ∆X dot , the available instruments set is (X do1 , . . . , X doT −1 , ∆X do2 , . . . , ∆X doT ) in each period. GMMs has the same instrument set as GMMd in the first difference part of the system and has ∆ ln M dot−2 , ∆X dot−1 and ∆ 2 X dot as additional instruments in the levels part of the system.
Note that the first-differenced stock ∆ ln M ST dot−1 can not be used as instrument as it is by construction correlated with the fixed effect µ do in the levels equation. Given the large number of exogenous variables, we try to avoid an overfitting bias resulting from using too many instruments (see Ziliak, 1997; Arellano, 2003) by (i) only using the first three available instruments for the predetermined variables (ln M dot−1 and ln M ST dot ) and the contemporaneous values for the exogenous variables and (ii) stacking the instrument matrix as suggested by Roodman (2009) . We report both one-step and two-step GMM estimates.
Simulation results
The simulation results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . For each estimator, we report mean bias, standard deviation (std) and root mean squared error (rmse) in estimating θ 1 and θ 2 .
First looking at the performance in estimating θ 1 , we observe the following results for both types of models. As expected, the FE estimator is biased downward because of the correlation between the transformed lagged dependent variable and the transformed error term. Correcting for the dynamic panel bias by performing BCFE significantly reduces the bias while maintaining the low dispersion associated with the uncorrected FE. The bias of the GMMd1 and GMMd2 estimators is of the same order as in BCFE, but they have a much larger dispersion and rmse. The GMMs estimators have a sizable bias in 6 ln M ST dot is predetermined as it is defined as the migrant stock at the beginning of the period.
all cases. This suggests that the extra moment conditions imposed in the level part of the system, from a restriction on the initial conditions process generating ln M do1 , is violated. Second, regarding the relative performance in the estimation of θ 2 , the GMMd estimators have the smallest bias, followed by the FE and BCFE estimators. However, the standard deviation of the GMMd estimators is always bigger compared to the FE and BCFE estimators. This results in (i) the lowest rmse for the BCFE estimator using the advanced dataset and the partial model developing dataset and (ii) a fairly similar rmse for the BCFE and GMMd estimates for the complete model developing dataset. The
GMMs estimators again have a sizable bias in most cases.
In conclusion, due to its small bias combined with a relatively small standard deviation, the BCFE estimator is shown to outperform the alternative estimators in terms of rmse given the specificities of our model and sample data. As such, we take it as our preferred estimator in the next section.
3 Data and estimation results
Data
Data on bilateral immigrant flows and stocks are taken from the International Migration Database provided by the OECD. It contains information on inflows of foreigners by nationality and stocks of foreigners by both nationality and country of birth to 19 OECD countries from 189 origin countries over the period [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . For the migrant stock, we use data on foreign-born by country of birth wherever possible and foreign nationals otherwise. In order to account for potential heterogeneity, we divide our sample of origins into advanced and developing countries following IMF definitions. While the IMF distinguishes between advanced countries on the one hand and developing and emerging countries on the other hand, we combine the second group and refer to it as developing countries. Tables A-2 and A-3 show that these account for 16.5 percent and 58.5 percent respectively of the total flow. Hence, migration from developing countries clearly dominated during our sample period.
Table A-4 presents descriptive statistics for all variables used in the regression analysis. Due to a lack of real wage data for the set of origin countries, wages are approximated by per capita gross domestic product (see also Fertig, 2001; Pedersen et al, 2008; Mayda, 2010) , expressed in current dollars purchasing power parities to correct for differences in the evolution in the cost of living between countries. Data on GDP per capita are taken from the Penn World Tables 6.3. The employment rate is proxied by the number of employed relative to the population, as provided by the United Nations Statistics Division.
One could argue that the general employment rate does not capture the true labor market constraints faced by immigrants due to the presence of a home bias in the demand for labor. One possibility is to replace it by the employment rate for foreigners in the destination country. However, this rate does not eliminate measurement error since it does not discriminate between foreigners from the developing world and those from advanced countries. Consequently, we stick to the general employment rate to proxy for employment possibilities for immigrants in the host country. Public services in the destination country are proxied by expenditures of social protection benefits for sickness/health care and family/children allowances, expressed as a percentage of GDP. Generally public expenditures include also other types of benefits such as those for disability, old age, unemployment or housing. Yet, access to those benefits for new entrants is typically constrained and therefore excluded from our proxy for public expenditures. The data on public expenditures were obtained from the Social Expenditure Database (SOCX), provided by the OECD.
Estimation results
The estimation results are reported in Table 1 . To allow for a heterogeneous impact of migration determinants, separate results are reported for migration from advanced and from developing countries. Our preferred methodology is BCFE estimation of equation (11). The standard errors used to calculate the t-statistics are simulated using the bootstrap algorithm as outlined in Everaert and Pozzi (2007) . They are robust to both cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and cross-sectional error correlation. To link our results to those in the literature, we also report results from (i) FE estimation of restricted versions of equation (11) including either lagged migration or the migrant stock and (ii) FE estimation of equation (11) not correcting for the dynamic panel data bias. For these estimators, standard errors are simulated in a similar way as for the BCFE estimator.
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We also experimented with GMMd and GMMs estimations but these were unsatisfactory as the results were highly sensitive to the choice of instruments. Consequently, we do not discuss the GMM results but some of the results can be found in Table A -5 in the Appendix. One interesting point to note though is that, in line with the results from the Monte Carlo simulation, the Sargan-Hansen test rejects the validity of the moment conditions underlying the GMMs estimator. Furthermore, we tested if the model specification in equation (11) is appropriate by adding the second lag of ln M dot to the estimation equation. The coefficient for the second lag of ln M dot turned out insignificant for both advanced and developing origins, yet the first lag remained significant indicating that our results are robust for this alternative specification 8 . Table 2 reports long-run elasticities of migration determinants calculated from the BCFE estimation results. The first three columns report semi long-run effects, while the last three columns report full long-run effects. With respect to the latter, it should be noted that they are calculated assuming the strong link between flows and stocks as given in equation (8). In our dataset this link is less strong, though, as stock data are not constructed from the flow data such that the evolution in flows and stocks is not fully compatible. The exact numbers of the full long-run effects reported in Table 2 should therefore be interpreted with care. Standard errors for the long-run effects are also simulated using the bootstrap algorithm. In line with Everaert and Pozzi (2007) , we report the median and the 5 th and 95 th percentiles of the simulated distribution of the long-run effects rather than the mean and the t-statistic. The reason for this is that the distribution of the long-run effects does not necessarily have finite moments, especially when the root of the dynamic process is close to unity. It should be noted that these percentiles are not necessarily finite either but they should be less vulnerable to large outliers in the distribution.
Dynamic features of migration
Consistent with the findings in for instance Fertig (2001) , Clark et al (2002) and Pedersen et al (2008) , lagged migrant flows and migrant stocks appear to have the most pervasive impact on subsequent migration from both advanced and developing countries. The results from our preferred BCFE estimator suggest an elasticity of 0.61 (0.75) for lagged migrant flows from advanced (developing) countries and 0.46
7 The matlab code for the BCFE estimator is available upon request. 8 The estimation results for this model are available upon request. (0.23) for the stock of migrants from advanced (developing) countries. The fact that both are significant indicates that multicollinearity between these two variables is fairly small. In correspondence to earlier findings in (Dunlevy and Gemery, 1977) it seems that these variables do not measure the same phenomenon, supporting their simultaneous inclusion in the estimation equation. The significant coefficient on lagged migration flows suggests dynamic effects stemming from the process by which expectations about future earnings are formed and updated while the significant coefficient on migrant stock indicates network effects. Moreover, it is interesting to note that both levels and first-differences of the explanatory variables turn out significant. This suggests that even though migration is essentially a forward-looking decision, it also strongly fluctuates with short-run cyclical conditions rather than being a steady flow.
With respect to the dynamic specification of the model and the estimation procedure, two points are worth elaborating on. First, note that misspecifying the model especially by omitting lagged migration has a strong impact, most notably on the coefficients of the migrant stock which (looking at the FE estimates) increase from 0.44 (0.24) to 0.73 (0.82) for migration from advanced (developing) countries.
Misspecifying the model by omitting the migrant stock results in a less pronounced increase in the All these findings indicate that dynamics play a prominent role in the migration model and should definitely not be ignored, both when specifying the model and selecting the estimation method. Below, we discuss the estimation results for the determinants income and employment separately, focusing on the BCFE estimator.
Income
First, consistent with the findings in the empirical literature (see also Karemera et al, 2000; Mayda, 2010) , per capita income in the destination country turns out to be one of the key incentives for migration to OECD countries. For both changes and levels, the coefficient is positive and highly significant across sources of migration. This finding is also robust over the different specifications and estimation methods.
Looking at the coefficients on the first-differences, a 1% rise in per capita income in the destination country results in a 1.51% (2.45%) immediate temporary rise in the migrant flow from advanced (developing)
countries. The coefficients on the one year lagged per capita income show that this 1% increase attracts an aditional 0.59% (1.58%) migrants from advanced (developing) source countries in the next year. In the long run (see Table 2 ), this amounts to a 1.64% (7.00%) increase in the migrant flow when only taking into account dynamics through the lagged migrant flow (semi long-run effects) and even to a 5.32% (14.82%) increase when also taking into account the link between flows and stocks (full long-run effects). This suggest that taking into account network effects when calculating long-run effects is very important. However, as noted above the exact numbers for the full long-run effects should be considered with care due to the somewhat loose connection between flows and stocks in our dataset.
Second, evidence for the impact of per capita income in the source country is less evident. Both in the short and in the long run, the estimates indicate a statistically significant negative impact on migration for lagged per capita income in advanced origins, but an insignificant impact for per capita income in developing origins (see also Mayda, 2010) . First-differenced per capita income at home does not influence the size of migrant flows.
Third, the impact of public services in the destination country is more ambiguous. Immigrants from advanced origin countries prefer destinations with lower levels of public services: the level of public services has a statistically significant elasticity of -0.49 which results in a semi long-run elasticity of -1.19% and a full long-run elasticity of -2.31%. This finding might be explained by the fact that immigrants from advanced countries consider more public services to go together with more social expenditures which can only be financed by higher taxes. In the short run, the level of public services does not appear to have an impact on migration from developing countries, but the immediate response to an increase in public services, as captured by its first-difference, is found significantly positive. In the long run, however, the level of public services does appear significant with the expected positive sign. Immigrants from developing countries may look upon public services as a safety net and move to countries where public services become more generous, in correspondence with the welfare state hypothesis (see also Borjas, 1999) .
Employment
Migration from advanced countries seems independent of the actual level of employment rates at home and abroad, and responds only in the short term to changes in the employment opportunities in the host country. In fact, for immigrants from advanced countries the coefficient of changes in the host country's employment rate is the largest of all coefficients. Furthermore, also immigrants from developing countries respond positively to higher employment growth in the destination, though with a smaller and less significant coefficient. On average, a 1% higher growth in the host country's employment rate results in a temporary increase in the bilateral migrant flow from advanced (developing) countries by 2.18%
(1.89%). Against expectations, however, our estimates suggest that migrants from developing countries generally move to countries where employment opportunities are lower. The same result is obtained in the long run, but the coefficient decreases when the link between stocks and flows is accounted for.
Conclusions
In this paper we analyze the determinants of international migration to 19 OECD countries from both advanced and developing origin countries between 1998 and 2007 using the OECD's International Mi- Everaert and Pozzi (2007) . This estimator allows us to correct for the dynamic panel data bias of the FE estimator, which in our model is induced by the lagged migrant flow as well as by the migrant stock, and explicitly takes into account the dynamic relationship between immigrant flows and stocks.
Our results strongly confirm the hypotheses of the human capital theory as well as the network theory of migration, though with a few exceptions. We find that recent immigration to the OECD is primarily driven by better income opportunities in the member states. The influence of income at home and employment rates both at home and abroad is much less pronounced. More specifically, our estimates suggest that immigrants from developing countries are primarily driven by per capita GDP in the host country, whereas variations in migration from advanced countries are determined largely by short-run fluctuations in employment rates abroad. Furthermore, as expected, higher native wages in advanced countries seem to discourage immigration, but we find no evidence for an impact of home wages in developing countries.
Furthermore, migrants from advanced countries are unlikely to move to countries with high public services due to the link between social expenditures and tax rates. This is not the case for migrants from developing countries, who consider public expenditures a safety net and prefer countries with rising social expenditures, providing some indication for the welfare magnet hypothesis.
Finally, we find evidence of strong dynamic effects. Both the lagged migration flow and the migrant stock have a strong positive and significant impact on current migration, the former indicating dynamic effects stemming from the process by which expectations about future earnings are formed and updated while the latter indicates network effects. Further evidence that dynamics play a prominent role in the migration model arises from the observation that misspecifying the model by omitting the lagged migration flow or the migrant stock and/or not correcting for the dynamic panel bias has a strong impact on the estimation results. Therefore, care should be taken when specifying the dynamic structure of the model and selecting the estimation method. Note: % of total inflow denotes the share of yearly immigrant flows from advanced origin countries covered in total yearly immigrant flows in the destination countries. Note: % of total inflow denotes the share of yearly immigrant flows from developing origin countries covered in total yearly immigrant flows in the destination countries. The following estimators are reported: (i) GMMd1 and GMMd2, the stacked one-step and two-step versions of the first-differenced GMM estimator proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991) and (ii) GMMs1 and GMMs2, the stacked one-step and two-step versions of the system GMM estimator proposed by Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) . One-step GMM estimators report the Sargan test of overidentifying restrictions; two-step variants report the robust Hansen test. The instrument sets for GMMd and GMMs are exactly the same as the ones used in the Monte Carlo simulation in section 2.5.
